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Globe Style Advisor
Summer Style Preview

The Globe Style Advisor Summer Style Preview issue is a primer of the people, places and products heating up the
style world. In fashion and beauty, we’re inspired by designer denim and scents that evoke dream destinations. In
design and travel, it’s laidback summer homes and chic ways to get around. And in food and drink, light-bodied wine
and Hawaiian fare are whetting appetites

Omnibus
What’s new and noteworthy in style for summer including the latest in connected watches, a profile of an award-winning B.C.
distillery, a fresh new scent inspired by a legendary hotel and a look ahead to the return of the Canadian Arts and Fashion Awards

Essentials
The Globe and Mail Style Advisor’s Essentials section features the key finds and trends in fashion, beauty, design, tech,
travel, food and drink, and columns on the industry players and ideas to watch. FEATURE We look at exploring Canada from
coast to coast via the innkeepers and hoteliers who facilitate local connections across the country.

FASHION & GROOMING

DESIGN & TRAVEL

FOOD & DRINK

A guide to wearing the season’s
elevated tie-dye attire, a look at
how Deciem cashed in on
disrupting beauty and a roundup
of swish sunglasses.

We hunt through social media for
clues on the next big interior trends.
Plus, the launches of a designer
bike and a chic new trailer make us
dream about summer road trips.

Chianti is the perfect summer sipper
thanks to its lightness and rustic
roots. Also, new cookbooks hint at
what we’ll be grilling up this season.

Features
FASHION

DESIGN

FOOD

Designers have reimagined the humble
blue jean for luxurious women’s wear.
We show you how to mix classic
pieces with fashion-forward options.

On the California coast, one
Canadian fashion insider explains
how she turned an iconic home into
a serene retreat.

A look at how Hawaii’s food scene
has evolved to reflect the diverse
cultures of the islands and influences
the way we eat in Canada.
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